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Abstract—Protecting the privacy of conversations containing
confidential and sensitive information in semi-open rooms, such
as in banks and hospitals, is essential but challenging because
their acoustical characteristics, such as room impulse response
(RIR) and background noise, are unknown and prone to change.
This study proposes a scheme for protecting the privacy of
conversations on the basis of feedback control of an estimated
speech transmission index (STI). The STI is an objective index
related to listening difficulty and is a function of RIR. Without
measuring the RIR of the environment where a supposedly
private conversation occurs, an STI-estimation method and one
RIR model are utilized. The scheme modifies speech signals in
such a way that, for an unintended listener, the signals are as un-
intelligible as they would be in a room with a low STI. To control
the late reverberant parameter of the RIR model, a proportional-
integral-derivative controller is used whose controller gains are
tuned by using a differential evolution optimizer. Simulations and
subjective tests were conducted to evaluate the proposed method.
The average error between the actual and target estimated STIs is
0.01. Furthermore, the subjective tests showed that the proposed
method can effectively protect privacy under different conditions
and is preferable to an open-loop control method.

Index Terms—Speech privacy protection, speech transmission
index, room impulse response, PID control with differential
evolution

I. INTRODUCTION

In semi-open enclosures or public areas, such as banks,
hospitals, and co-working spaces, a private conversation with
confidential or sensitive content, such as business informa-
tion, citizen identification number, and physical status, can
be overheard by unintended listeners. In such environments,
physically acoustic seperated rooms or partitions might be
unavailable. Therefore, information masking techniques for
protecting speech privacy have been proposed. In a simple
method, the conversation can be protected by adding white
noise, pink noise, or background music [1]. However, a
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TABLE I
NUMERICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE RELATION BETWEEN SPEECH

INTELLIGIBILITY AND STI [5].

Quality Bad Poor Fair Good Excellent

STI < 0.30
0.30

- 0.45
0.45

- 0.60
0.60

- 0.75 > 0.75

drawback of this approach is a rise in the noise level. This
can be annoying and unpleasant.

To protect privacy and maintain listening enjoyable, Akagi
and Irie proposed a framework based on auditory scene
analysis [2]. The framework modifies the spectral envelope of
a target speech signal and then fuses it back to be a masking
signal. This method can provide an obscure sound that is less
than annoyance. However, the degree of protection might vary
at different sound pressure levels of the sound source. Cho and
Panahi proposed a method that generates noise masking by
utilizing a linear prediction coding (LPC) technique [3]. The
LPC coefficients of the target signal are modified with noise,
and LPC synthesis is used to create a masking signal. As this
masking sound is similar to white noise, the masking sound
might need to be further improved for for listening pleasure.

Previously, Unoki et al. studied the protection of speech
privacy by actively controlling the speech transmission index
(STI) in a specific room [4]. The STI is an objective index
standardized in IEC 60268 to predict the intelligibility of
speech in a given room [5]. The STI also highly correlates
to listening difficulty of speech [6]. The relationship between
the STI and speech intelligibility has a scale from 0 to 1,
as shown in Table I. Hence, this study aims to show that
by controlling the estimated STI in a level of “Bad Quality”,
we could mask the information of conversations. This method
showed an advantage over adding noise methods because the
masking signals have a higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

Existing works have manipulated signals to be masked
and protected conversations in specific conditions without any
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed method.

feedback signals, called the open-loop system. However, the
limitation of the open-loop masking techniques is that they are
limited to a specific room and condition. Also, the variations
in background noise and people directly affect the masking
efficiency. Therefore, conversation privacy is challenging to
maintain in real-world scenarios where RIRs and original
speech signals are unknown, and room acoustic characteristics
change dynamically.

In this study, we incorporate robust blind-STI estima-
tion with an optimal feedback control algorithm, that is,
a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller. The con-
troller gains are optimized by using a differential evolution
(DE) algorithm. Finally, the results of the estimated STIs at
private positions and subjective tests show the performance of
the proposed method.

Fig. 2. Simulated signals of room impulse responses and theirs temporal
amplitude envelope (a) Schroeder’s RIR model [7] and (b) extended RIR
model [8].

II. PROPOSED METHOD

We extend the previous method of controlling the STI for
protecting speech privacy proposed by Unoki et al. [4]. At
the position of unintended listeners, the STI is estimated by
using a STI estimator that takes an observed signal as its
input. The target speech signal is mixed with a synthesis
signal from an RIR model. A parameter of the RIR model,
namely the extended RIR model, is controlled by using a
PID control algorithm. The differential evolution algorithm
(DE) is also used to search for the optimal gains of the
PID controller. Hence, the conversations are protected from
unintended listeners who cannot make out of those masked
sounds. A block diagram of the proposed method is depicted
in Fig.1. Note that solid line represents an online process in
speech privacy protection, and dashed line represents an off-
line process in parameter optimization.

A. Controlling STI

An observed speech signal in a noisy reverberant environ-
ment is assumed to be a convolution between a source speech
signal x(t) and a current RIR h(t) with additional background
noise n(t). This observed signal assumed as our target privacy
protected speech signal is then defined as

y(t) = x(t) ∗ h(t) + n(t), (1)

where ∗ denotes the convolution of two signals.
The STI of the environment in which the supposedly unin-

telligible speech signal can be heard ŷ(t) can be controlled by
mixing the target speech signals y(t) with the masking signal.
The masking signal is the convolution between the target
signal and a late reverberation hL(t) of the extended RIR
model. Hence, the unintelligible speech ŷ(t) can be expressed
as

ŷ(t) = y(t) + y(t) ∗ hL(t), (2)

where hL(t) is the added late reverberation of the extended
RIR model [8].
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The extended RIR model is the extended version of
Schroeder’s RIR model that approximates a realistic RIR on
the basis of an exponential function related to the reverberation
time, as shown in Fig. 2 (a). The extended RIR model consists
of more parameters. Thus, it is more accurate and closer to a
real RIR as shown in Fig. 2 (b). The extended RIR model is
defined as

hext(t) =

{
a exp(6.9t/Th)ch(t), 0 < t < τ
a exp(−6.9t/Tt)ch(t), t ≥ τ

(3)

where a is the gain factor, Th is the growth parameter of the
temporal amplitude envelope of RIR Tt is the decay parameter
of the temporal amplitude envelope of RIR, ch is white noise
carrier, and τ is the global peak of the envelope of RIR, which
is the delay time from the direct sound.

These parameters of the extended RIR can be manipulated
such that the STI is changed into a range of poor intelligibility
(i.e., less than 0.3). In other words, the conversation ŷ(t) is
privacy protected at the unintended listener’s position.

The most significant parameter that affects the STI is the
decay time or late reverberant Tt [4]. Thus, in this work, we
control only Tt. Therefore, the output of the PID controller is a
suitable Tt that causes ˆy(t) to be unintelligible due to the low
STI. The output signal at a position of an unintended listener
ŷ(t) is the mixing of the target speech signal y(t) with the
convolution between that speech signal and the manipulated
extended RIR model hext(t). Thus, the private speech signal
at the protected zone can be expressed as

ŷ(t) = y(t) ∗ hext(t) + x(t) ∗ h0(t). (4)

Note that the other two parameters of the extended RIR
model are fixed. We set the rising time Th to 0.1 second,
and the center time τ is 50 ms following the standard value,
namely Deutlichkeit (D50) [9].

B. Control Algorithm

A PID or three-term controller incorporates a feedback loop
mechanism to control the process variables within the desired
range. First, the proportion term provides an overall proportion
of the error. Second, the integral term, which uses integrator
compensation, can reduce the steady-state error. Third, the
derivative term, which uses differential compensation, can
improve the transient response. These three parallel terms of
the controller G(s) are defined in the s-domain as

G(s) = Kp +KI
1

s
+KDs, (5)

where Kp, KI , and KD are all non-negative values, denoted as
proportional, integral, and derivative gains, respectively. The
PID controller gains are empirically tuned to satisfy the desired
STI of approximately 0.3 to provide unintelligible simulated
speech signals. Hence, the setpoint of the estimated STI is set
to 0.3 with an acceptable error margin of 0.01.

Fig. 3. Diagram of the blind STI estimation [11].

C. Blind STI Estimator

The STI, an objective index as an IEC 60268-16 standard, is
a reliable measurement to assess speech transmission quality
and is used to predict the intelligibility of speech. Evaluating
the quality of acoustics in a semi-open room where there are
people present, STI needs to be estimated without measuring
the RIR.

In a real-time application as the speech privacy protection,
we, therefore, utilize a robust blind STI estimation method
proposed by Doungpummet et al. [11]. This method can be
used for approximating the STI of a masking signal ŷ(t). The
estimated STI outside the protected zone is then fed back into
the controller. The STI estimation scheme is shown in Fig.
3. A temporal amplitude envelope (TAE) of a speech signal
relates to speech intelligibility. Thus, a TAE of an observed
signal that is incorporated into a convolutional neural network
(CNN) can be used to accurately estimate the STI. Note that
the accuracy of the STI estimator under realistic noise is 12
percent [11].

Fig. 4. Four processes of differential evolution.

D. Optimization based on Differential Evolution

The differential evolution (DE) algorithm is the fastest direct
search algorithm for solving a non-differentiable problem [10].
Instead of using a trial-and-error method, DE is utilized to find
the optimal gains of the PID controller. The DE algorithm
consists of four processes: initialization, mutation, crossover,
and selection, as shown in Fig.4. The algorithm is iteratively
continued until the solution satisfies some constraints or con-
ditions. The solution is a vector from the last generation that
yields the lowest cost.

The three parameters of the PID controller (i.e., Kp,KI , and
KD) are the optimal solution that satisfies the cost function
and the constraint. Hence, the objective function is the steady-
state error of the estimated STI that is set within the bound of
[0.28, 0.32]. The constraint is the maximum time of the late
reverberant parameter Tt, which is set to 15 seconds.

The DE takes the estimated STI of the masking signal
as its input. Then the four process of the DE iteratively
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search for the best gains of the controller. We applied Ten
3-syllable commands with 42 RIRs as the sample signals.
Each room has its optimal controller gains. Thus, we av-
erage these gains to be the final optimal gains of the PID
controller. We implemented the DE by using a library in
Python, namely scipy, with a differential evolution function.
The parameters of the differential evolution function are set
as follows: five populations, ten generations, and the mutation
within an interval of [0, 2]. Note that the PID controller takes
the optimal gains for controlling the estimated STI in real-
time speech privacy protection; however, the DE is an off-line
process. Thus, the on-line masking process is unaffected by
this searching process.

III. EVALUATIONS AND RESULTS

Simulations of the controlling estimated STIs and subjective
tests are conducted to evaluate the performance of the pro-
posed method. The stimuli consist of 16 Thai short commands
of three syllables spoken by a Thai female announcer [12]. For
the subjective test, the stimuli are divided into two groups.
The first group includes eight stimuli that are generated from
hL(t) with a fixed value of 10.5 seconds. This constant value
is selected as the appropriate value for masking a signal in a
specific room. The second group includes eight stimuli that
are generated as a result of the proposed method, i.e., the
PID-DE control algorithm. These two groups are compared to
study whether the proposed method outperforms the open-loop
method.

A. Experiment 1: Controlled STIs
The objective metric is the error of the estimated STIs from

the target STI. The target STI, which is poor intelligibility,
is set to 0.3. The datasets used in this test include 12 three-
syllable Thai voice commands, 43 RIRs in Kawai et al. [13],
and pink noise with SNR of 20 dB. The target speech signals
are generated by convoluting speech with the RIR and adding
noise.

The optimal gains of the three PID parameters (i.e., KP , KI ,
and KD) are obtained from the DE. The system performance
is then evaluated when it reaches the maximum iteration or
converges to the target STI. The error is determined by the
absolute difference between the target and the actual of the
estimated STIs. The simulation results of the estimated STIs
in the reverberant room and of the target signal corrupted with
pink noise (i.e., 20 dB SNR) are shown in Fig. 5. The simula-
tion results from the controlling STIs of the proposed method
in various rooms with different RIRs are shown in Fig. 6.
The results show that the average error between the actual and
target STI converges to zero within ten iterations. The average
errors at the steady-state of noise-free reverberant signals and
signal with pink noise are 0.01 and 0.02, respectively. Note
that these errors are not significant according to the limitations
of the STI estimator.

B. Experiment 2: Subjective Tests
Three subjective tests were conducted to evaluate the pro-

posed methods in terms of protecting the privacy of speech and
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Fig. 5. Estimated STIs under two different conditions and the absolute errors
with respect to the number of iterations: (a) estimated STI at each iteration
and (b) average error.
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Fig. 6. Estimated STIs in different rooms and under the control parameter
Tt with respect to the number of iterations: (a) output of the estimated STIs
and (b) controlled parameter of the extended RIR model, Tt.

maintaining listening pleasure, specifically word intelligibility
(WI), listening difficulty (LD), and annoyance (AN). Ten
manipulated speech signals were randomly replayed to ten
Thai normal-hearing subjects, including two males and eight
females aged between 18 and 22. The subjects listen to the
manipulated speech signals via headphones. Note that before
the experiment, we played three reference signals (clear signal,
moderate-reverberation-time signal, and long-reverberation-
time signal), so that the subjects were guided to score using
the same scale.

• Intelligibility test: The subjects were asked to repeat the
words they heard by typing them on a computer. Then,
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the numbers of correct and incorrect words, which are
denoted by α and γ, respectively, were counted. Word
intelligibility rating (WIR) is calculated by the ratio of
words correctly heard, i.e., α, to the total number of
words (α + γ). Thus, the lower the WIR, the better the
privacy protection.

• Listening difficulty (LD) test: The subjects were asked to
rate the listening difficulty from one (not difficult) to four
(extremely difficult). Listening difficulty rating (LDR) is
defined as

LDR =

∑N
i SLDi

N
, (6)

where N is the total number of stimuli, and SLD is the
score of the listening difficulty given by the subjects.
Thus, the higher the LDR, the better the privacy of the
conversations.

• Annoyance (AN) test: The subjects were asked to rate
the annoyance on a scale from one (not annoying) to
four (extremely annoying). The annoyance rating (ANR)
is defined as

ANR =

∑N
i SANi

N
, (7)

where N is the total number of stimuli, and SAN is the
score of the annoyance given by the subjects. Thus, the
lower the ANR, the higher the listening pleasure.

From the subjective results, as shown in II, the proposed
method can manipulate the target speech signals to make
them unintelligible. The proposed method has a lower WIR
and a higher LDR than the open-loop method. However, the
proposed method provides slightly higher annoyance than the
open-loop method. From the results of the proposed method,
the higher annoyance might cause the lower STI (which is
better for masking the information in conversations).

The results of the study in [4] are shown as a reference for
supporting the relationship between the controlled STI and the
three subjective indicators. According to the three subjective
indicators, an STI of 0.3 causes the speech signal ŷ(t) to
be unintelligible. Hence, the proposed method takes this STI
value as the setpoint. It is shown that the proposed method
can extend the method in [4] from an offline based method to
an online real-time control method. Therefore, the proposed
method can be used under variations of noisy reverberant
conditions. Note that the results of the method in [4] used
a different language (Japanese) and with different subjects
(native Japanese speakers). Moreover, the calculation and the
familiarity of words are different. Therefore, biases in the
comparison exist, and more research in needed.

IV. CONCLUSION

We extended the method of speech privacy protection with
real-time control of the estimated speech transmission index
(STI) by manipulating the parameter Tt of the extended room
impulse response model. We applied an optimized feedback
control algorithm, namely the proportional-integral-derivative

TABLE II
SUBJECTIVE TESTS RESULT

Method WIR LDR ANR

Previous method [4] (offline : STI ≈ 0.3) ≈ 0.5 ≈ 0.9 ≈ 0.9
Open-loop method (constant reverberant time) 0.237 2.850 2.300
Proposed method (online within 8th iteration) 0.200 3.112 2.828

(PID) controller with differential evolution optimization (DE),
for controlling the estimated STI of private conversations. The
proposed method was evaluated with the simulation results of
the controlled STIs. The results showed that the average error
between the target and actual estimated STIs is acceptable
at 0.01. The average error converges to the target STI within
ten iterations. In addition, the subjective evaluations also show
that the information of the private speech signals is effectively
protected. Therefore, the proposed method has advantages over
the method in [4] and the open-loop method, in terms of
real-time privacy protection of conversations under variations
of background noise and reverberation. However, annoyance
reduction and adaptation to environments will be further
investigated.
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